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The annual “A Night of Clarity” is an unforgettable two-day event hosted in downtown Nashville. 
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a new and intuitive way.
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DEFENDING 
IBC FROM BOB 
CASTIGLIONE
BY  Robert  P.  Murphy

!e LEAP founder recently attacked 
IBC at Murphy’s blog. Here Murphy 
responds.

Economic  Deep  End

THE RISE OF 
SHADOW BANKS
BY  L .  C arlos  L ara

Banking itself is transforming. 
Investors must stay on top of the 
evolution.

PULSE ON THE MARKET

A BEACON OF 
TRUTH
Interview 

David !eroux leads !e Independent 
Institute, a bulwark in the intellectual 
battle of ideas.

EVENTS AND
ENGAGEMENTS
Learn more in person from Lara, 
Murphy, and other Austrian economists, 
at these upcoming appearances.

LARA-MURPHY REPORT
David Stockman knows exactly what 
went wrong with the US "nancial 
system.

One More  Thing

IN EVERY ISSUE

De a r  Readers
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Lara-Murphy Report

!e Great Deformation. Such is the title of David Stockman’s New York Times bestseller. 
Stockman explains his book’s purpose in the following way:

“This book argues…that what is at hand is the “Great Deformation.” Free markets and prosperity 
are deeply imperiled because the state and its central banking branch have failed miserably due to 
overreaching, overloading, and outside capture. They have become the tools of a vicious form of 
crony capitalism and money politics and are in thrall to a statist policy ideology common to all three 
branches of today’s Washington economics: Keynesianism, monetarism, and supply-side-ism.” – David 
Stockman, The Great Deformation, p. xvi.

Stockman can’t be put into a neat little box.  As his quotation indicates, Stockman doesn’t simply 
attack, say, liberal Democrats and Keynesian economic thinking. On the contrary, he also goes after 
the (allegedly) conservative Republicans and right-wing Chicago School thinking. Stockman is 
much more aligned with the Austrian School than with the Beltway establishment approaches. It is 
Stockman’s willingness to criticize hypocritical politicians from both parties that gains him access to 
various platforms.

Stockman has credibility when criticizing Republicans on overspending, because he served as budget 
director in the "rst Reagan Administration. He can also discuss in exquisite detail how it was the 
Republican Richard Nixon who "nally turned the dollar into unbacked "at currency by leaving gold 
in 1971.

!e standard “right-wing” talking points about the “left-wing” Obama presidency are correct, as far 
as they go. Yet just about all of the Republicans who end up in Washington (with the notable exception 
of Ron Paul) are corrupted by the political machine. !e result is a perverse system of corporatism, in 

order to bilk the general public.
!e di#erence between true free-market capitalism, and our current system of corporatism, is the 

theme of this year’s Night of Clarity in downtown Nashville. David Stockman is our headliner. He will 
explain the historical pattern in a compelling narrative that leaves no doubt about what got us into our 

night, our IBC team will provide !e Solution during the Saturday workshop.
We urge all readers of the Lara-Murphy Report to investigate the event details at www.NightOfClarity.

com. Beyond the formal presentations, guests will bene"t from discussions with each other, meeting 
like-minded people who recognize that our nation is on an unsustainable economic trajectory.  We 
hope to see you in August!

Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob

“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement must 
start with the individual.” — How Privatized Banking Really Works

5 L M R  J U N E  2 0 1 4
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

PULSE ON THE MARKET
6 L M R  J U N E  2 0 1 4

Pulse on the Market

CORPORATIONS UNHOARDED CASH IN 1Q

corporations’ holdings of liquid assets fell $91 billion quarter-over-quarter 
in 1Q 2014, the largest (nominal) decline on record. Many analysts are 
taking this as a sign that corporate America is “ready to start investing” 
again, which they view as a good thing. Others, however, are concerned that 

be imminent.

It’s di$cult to explain such a subtle issue brie%y; we may deal with this topic 
in a full-length article in a future issue of the LMR. On the one hand, it is 
certainly true that as investment opportunities become more attractive than 
“cash,” that this will tend to push upward pressure on prices. !is is due to 
two separate e#ects: (1) A given amount of money held by the public will 
correspond to a higher level of prices, as people’s demand to hold money 
drops. (2) !e total amount of money in the hands of the public will increase, 
because commercial banks themselves presumably will make new loans for 
the same reasons that corporate America wants to begin investing.

On the other hand, the mere fact that corporations are changing the 
composition of their assets does not translate directly into more bank loans. 
It’s wrong to think that now there is money “working in the economy.” In 

at all-time highs. So the commercial banks are still sitting on the injections 

on top of the new reserves.

A good intro exercise to think through these tricky issues is to "rst imagine 
a simple economy where all of the money literally consists of green pieces 
of paper with photos of dead presidents on them. If there is a total of, say, 
$1 trillion in cash in that economy, then no matter what corporations and 
individuals do with their “hoarding,” there is always going to be exactly $1 
trillion in cash collectively held by the community. If people “put their money 
in Wall Street,” that means they bid up stock prices by handing over the 
green pieces of paper to other people selling their stock shares. !e money is 
never “in circulation”; it’s always owned (and thus held) by somebody.

Corp  C ash Out?
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Pulse on the Market

PIKETTY’S DREAM COMING TRUE
In the previous issue we reviewed !omas Piketty’s Capital in the 
Twenty-First Century, and excoriated his call for governments to 
share "nancial information for the purposes of cracking down on 
tax evasion. A Practitioner alerted us that part of Piketty’s vision is 

to report information to the U.S. government concerning assets held 
by U.S. citizens. !ere are sti# withholding penalties (to make sure 
an individual can settle up) when assets are liquidated for institutions 
not in compliance. !e screws are only going to tighten in the coming 
years, as governments around the world realize just how broke they 
are. Wealthy individuals in particular need to carefully think through 
their "nancial plans and consider just how “safe” their assets really are. 

FACTA Facts

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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FEDERAL RESERVE CONSIDERING CAPITAL MARKET 
RESTRICTIONS

“model” of how capital controls can promote economic welfare: https://
www.dallasfed.org/assets/documents/institute/wpapers/2014/0171.

“Federal Reserve officials 
have discussed whether regulators should impose exit fees on bond 
funds to avert a potential run by investors, underlining concern about 
the vulnerability of the $10tn corporate bond market.” !e people in 
charge aren’t stupid; they see the crash coming too.

Fed Bond Trap
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Pulse on the Market

EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK CALLS OUR BLUFF
When central banks around the world pushed (nominal) interest rates 
down to zero and held them there for years, we thought that would 
be the ultimate proof that textbook Keynesian “countercyclical policy” 

negative 
0.1%.

ECB Goes  Negative

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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REFRESHING HONESTY FROM AN ECONOMIST
Wise-aleck economist (and he would have no problem with us 
calling him that) Noah Smith had a surprisingly frank discussion of 

“After more than a quarter-
century as a professional economist, I have a confession to make: 
There is a lot I don’t know about the economy. Indeed, the area of 
economics where I have devoted most of my energy and attention — 
the ups and downs of the business cycle — is where I find myself most 
often confronting important questions without obvious answers...”

Cochrane who said in 2011: “Why are we stagnating? I don’t know. I 
don’t think anyone knows, really...Nothing on the conventional macro 
policy agenda reflects a clue why we’re stagnating…”

Readers of the LMR should not be surprised that the leading 
economists—even those who specialize in macro—have no clue what 
is going on with the economy. But we are pleasantly surprised to see 
some of them admit it! !at’s always the "rst step to enlightenment. 
Now they just need to subscribe to the LMR!

Economists  Stumped
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Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione
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simply asserts things about IBC that just aren’t 
true. However, Castiglione does make a few 
good points regarding the way IBC is some-
times described to the general public. All in all, 
IBC itself emerges unscathed from Castiglione’s 
attacks, but the episode serves to remind IBC 
Practitioners why they must be very precise and 
transparent with the public when explaining the 
power of Nash’s discovery.

As Nash himself stresses, IBC isn’t a get-rich-
quick scheme. It’s not a tax loophole or other 

published my article “My History With IBC” a 
month after it appeared in the May 2013 issue 
here at the Lara-Murphy Report. About a year 
later (in May 2014), I received two comments 
on the post from Robert Castiglione, who ap-
pears to be the same Bob Castiglione famous 
in life insurance circles as the founder of LEAP 
(Lifetime Economic Acceleration Process).1 
!e comments he left at my blog were scath-
ing in their condemnation of IBC (the In"nite 
Banking Concept), accusing its founder Nelson 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione

!

!

Nash of making misleading or outright false 
statements in his bestselling book, Becoming 
Your Own Banker. In this article I’ll respond to 
some of Castiglione’s most pertinent objections.

As we’ll see, much of Castiglione’s criticism 
rests on a faulty understanding of how properly 
designed whole life insurance policies work; he 

kind of gimmick. Yes, a properly designed poli-
cy, implemented in the context of a wise "nan-
cial plan by a person or household with disci-
pline, will yield tremendous results in the long 
run. !e numbers speak for themselves. Yet it is 
precisely because IBC really works that its Prac-
titioners don’t need to exaggerate claims on its 
behalf or use analogies that could mislead the 
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so simply gives ammunition to critics of IBC, 
who may then succeed in turning o# potential 
adherents to what could have been a crucial rev-
olution in how they think about their "nances.

Castiglione Claims Too 
Much

At this point, I’ll reproduce portions of Casti-
glione’s critique (in italics) and then respond. In 
the interest of brevity I can’t address everything 
he brings up, but I won’t ignore his seemingly 
strongest points.

The insurance banking concept is not good for 
anyone to use.

Let me summarize the reasons why the life in-
surance banking concepts is not efficient or ef-
fective and has too much risk for the potential 
small gains.

Right o# the bat, you know Castiglione is 

overselling his case when he says IBC “is not 
good for anyone to use,” especially when Cas-
tiglione himself advocates the purchase of large 
whole life insurance policies (in the LEAP sys-
tem). Nelson Nash’s In"nite Banking Concept 
(IBC) is a framework for thinking about one’s 
finances in a whole new light; the possibilities 
are indeed in"nite. Individuals who embrace 
IBC will end up tailoring their dividend-pay-
ing whole life policies to their speci"c "nancial 

declaration that every such person is making a 
mistake just shows that he is blu$ng.

In contrast, notice that Carlos Lara and I in 
our writings have never made an analogous 

that a young breadwinner, especially if he or she 
has young children and is just starting a career, 
will probably need to take out a large term life 
insurance policy (either as a stand-alone policy 
or as a rider on a whole life policy) in order to 
provide adequate death bene"t coverage for the 
family from Day One.

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione

!

!
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I cannot stress enough that IBC is a process, 
for which a whole life insurance policy is merely 
the platform. Nelson Nash is not advising peo-

it’s the best asset, all things considered.” On the 
contrary: Nash is perfectly happy for people to 
buy real estate, stocks, bonds, gold, ammunition, 
bottled water, or whatever else they believe to 
be good investments in today’s environment. 
Nash’s point is simply that the cash flow we all 
use to "nance our investments should, as much 
as possible, %ow through our own “banks” rather 
than the traditional banks controlled by outsid-
ers who have little sympathy for you and me.

so any reader should please be sure to consult a 
quali"ed tax professional before taking any ac-
tion along these lines.)2

Before leaving this section, I want to clarify 
something: In general, it is perfectly "ne for 
a business to write o# loan interest as a busi-

Smith Hardware, then the business “Smith 

Smith the individual, who gets this by in turn 
borrowing $10,000 from his life insurance com-

life policy. !e insurance company might charge 
Smith the individual a policy loan interest rate 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione

!

PROCESS,

PLATFORM.
!

Deducting Policy Loan 
Interest?

Back to Castiglione’s critique:

-
come tax deductible. The tax law changed and 
took that big benefit away. Years ago all policy 
loan interest was income tax deductible.

!is is indeed an important point, and IBC 
Practitioners should be careful in how they de-
scribe the situation to the general public. It used 
to be the case that if an individual borrowed 
$10,000 against his life insurance policy, in or-

der to (say) pay down credit card balances, then 
the interest charges actually paid to the insur-
ance company were tax deductible (in the same 
way that interest on a home mortgage is deduct-
ible).

However, there was a revision to the tax code 
such that nowadays, the IRS is much more 

“paper trail” documenting that a speci"c poli-
cy loan is directed toward a business purpose, 
if the person wants to deduct that contractual 
loan interest (paid explicitly to the insurance 
company). (Even here, there are always nuances, 
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of 6%, while Smith charges “Smith Hardware” a 
loan interest rate of 10% (which is a market rate 
for such loans). 

In this example, the $1,000 in loan interest 
that Smith Hardware pays to Smith the indi-
vidual in the "rst year is an obvious business ex-
pense for the company, and comes right o# the 
top o# gross revenues when computing net in-
come for the year. However, Smith the individ-
ual should list that full $1,000 as interest earn-
ings on his personal taxes for that year. If Smith 
the individual wants to argue that the $600 he 
is being charged by the life insurance company 
(as interest on the policy loan of $10,000 at 6%) 
should be a tax deductible expense on his per-
sonal taxes, he will have to consult the IRS code 
and be sure the speci"c use of the policy loan 
quali"es for such a claim.

Returning to Castiglione, he writes:

8%. There is a big difference between the 5% 
tax deductible rates not long ago. Some com-
panies are using a fluctuating non- guaranteed 
variable loan rate but that is even more danger-
ous since the policyholder cannot control with 
certainty the ultimate outcome.

Here he is simply mistaken. !ere may be one 
or more companies that o#er a "xed policy loan 
interest rate of 8%, but there are others that of-
fer lower rates. !e reader can consult with an 
authorized IBC Practitioner from this listing: 

examples. !is demonstration should prove 
to the reader that Castiglione’s con"dent as-
sertions are unfounded. !e man is intelligent 
and knowledgeable about the life insurance in-
dustry, but when he makes demonstrably false 
statements such as the above, it should leave the 
outsider skeptical of his other accusations about 
IBC.

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione

!

IBC.
!
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Direct vs. Non-Direct 
Recognition

Castiglione again says something %atly false 
when he writes:

lower dividends to policyholders if loans are 
taken from the policy. Years ago, every policy-
holder received the same dividends whether 
loans were taken or not.

Again, his statement here is true of some 
life insurance companies; the practice is called 
“direct recognition.” !e rationale for this ap-
proach is nothing sinister. !e idea is that if the 
insurance company takes incoming cash %ows 
and “puts them to work” earning income in its 
portfolio, then someone taking out a policy loan 
generally tends to reduce the rate of return that 
the portfolio earned. !is isn’t a bad thing, be-

cause the policy loan—considered as an asset on 
the insurance company’s books—is the safest 
possible investment from the perspective of the 
insurance company. However, to the extent that 
policy loans tend to earn a lower rate of return 
than the general portfolio, the insurance com-
pany “recognizes” this impact by reducing the 
dividends apportioned to policyholders carrying 
large outstanding policy loans.

However, not all insurance companies oper-
ate according to this principle. Some practice 
“non-direct recognition,” meaning that a poli-
cyholder’s dividends are not a#ected by his use 
of policy loans.

Some people say that IBC should be imple-
mented only with non-direct recognition carri-
ers, because IBC often leaves the policyholder 
carrying large policy loans at any given time. 
However, such blanket statements go too far, 
because it’s possible that the “base” dividend 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione
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payments (from which direct recognition com-
panies “ding” their policyholders with large 
policy loans) could be di#erent, if Insurance 
Company #1 has thousands of people practic-
ing IBC, while Insurance Company #2 has al-
most no one taking out large policy loans. So 
IBC Practitioners should look at the exact de-
tails for a given client to see which company’s 
policies—all things considered—are the most 
attractive. !is is a matter of speci"c numbers, 
and not something that can be settled through 
quick criteria such as, “Always go with the non-
direct recognition carrier.”

on life insurance policies to help prevent con-
sumers from over-funding their policies with 
high cash values and low death benefits. If the 
MEC standards are not met, the policy becomes 
income taxable for all withdrawals.

Now here we have an interesting rhetorical 
move by Castiglione. Yes, it’s true that the IRS 
revised the tax rules in the 1980s to spell out the 
criteria by which a standard life insurance policy 
would be classi"ed as a “Modi"ed Endowment 
Contract” (MEC) and thus forfeit some (but 
not all) of the tax bene"ts associated with stan-

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione

!

!

In any event, note once again that Casti-
glione’s blanket statement simply isn’t true. He 
is extrapolating from some carriers to the entire 
insurance sector.

Why Does the IRS Need 
to Limit the Use of a 
“Dumb” Strategy?

Now back to Castiglione:

classi"cation and what it means for IBC, see my 
March 2012 Lara-Murphy Report article.

But for our purposes here, this is what actually 
happened: In the 1980s the IRS wasn’t happy 
with how many wealthy individuals were seiz-
ing the amazing opportunities o#ered by large 
single-premium life insurance policies, and so 

4333, S. 2238), what industry experts now re-
fer to as the “MEC test” was established, which 
placed limits on how much, and how quickly, 
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individuals could transfer their wealth into per-
manent life insurance policies, for example by 
removing certain tax advantages for policies 

refer to my March 2012 LMR article.)

!us the actual history was the exact opposite 
-

ing the rules in order to discourage the hap-
less household from stumbling into a terrible 
investment, on the contrary the IRS didn’t like 
the fact that so many wealthy individuals were 
protecting their assets by moving them into life 
insurance. When the IRS needs to make some-
thing less attractive in order to stop so many 
rich people from using it, that’s a sign that it’s 
something one should investigate.

Before leaving this section, I should stress that 
IBC is not based on a tax loophole. In fact, the 
“tax advantages” I’m referring to above, mostly 
%ow from the nature of the economic activi-

non-MEC policy is not taxable income, so long 
as the policy is kept in force. But that’s not a 
“loophole,” that’s simple accounting: Borrowed 
money is not net income. Similarly, the death 
bene"t is not income taxable for the recipient. 
!at’s not a loophole, that’s because life insur-
ance seeks to compensate for a lost value (in this 
case, the life of the underwritten person).

Questions of Wording

In this section we’ll address some of the issues 
of nomenclature that bothered Castiglione:

1. The term “over-funding” is not explained 
properly to consumers. It means over-payment 
of premiums. Over-funding sounds less nega-
tive. Every input into a life insurance policy is 
a premium and increases the cost basis of the 
policy.

2. Life insurance dividends are not earnings. 
They are a return of premium payments that the 
life insurance company no longer needs to pro-
vide benefits to the policyholders. Dividends are 
not taxed because it is a return of your post tax 
premium payments.

3. Cash values is also another term loosely 
thrown around. The proper name is Cash Sur-
render Value (CSV). CSV is only accessible by 
surrendering the policy. There is no other way to 
access your cash values if the policy is in force.

4. When you take a policy loan, you are not 
borrowing your cash values. You are borrowing 
money from the life insurance company and owe 
them the repayments and the loan interest.

5. Cash values are not used as collateral for 
your policy loans. The policy loan provision in-

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione

!

!
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-
er makes Paid-Up Additions contributions, and 
thereby purchases more life insurance, then the 
death bene"t grows. So it’s extremely mislead-
ing when people like Dave Ramsey (and now 
Bob Castiglione) claim that IBC strips you of 
your cash value upon death, whereas alternate 
strategies let you keep your side fund. !is is 
comparing apples to oranges, as I explain in my 
March 2014 article.

!ere are defensible reasons for why propo-
nents of IBC sometimes would say, “You are 
borrowing from yourself,” but to a complete 
novice who doesn’t understand how whole life 
insurance works, this type of statement could 
be misleading if not placed in its proper con-
text. !at’s why Nelson Nash, David Stearns, 
Carlos Lara, and I established the IBC Prac-
titioner’s Program. Its graduates have all been 
given a common foundation and terminology to 
accurately describe the actuarial basis of IBC. 
Members of the general public can discuss these 
issues with the graduates listed at www.In"nite-

side the contract states that the “policy itself” is 
the contractual “sole security” for the loan and 
not your cash value.

!e above excerpt contains some petty com-

an example of the former: Even if a contract 
says the collateral for a policy loan is the “life 
insurance policy” itself, clearly the relevant con-
straint is the cash value built up in the policy. 
That is how much one is able to borrow, not the 
death bene"t or any other attribute of the policy.

Castiglione is correct that the full term is 
“cash surrender value.” He is also correct that 
strictly speaking a policyholder is borrowing 
from the insurance company, not “from your-
self.” But there should be no misunderstand-
ing of what this concept means, and why the 
insurance company “keeps the cash value when 
you die,” for readers of the LMR—I covered this 
extensively in the March 2014 issue. So yes, it’s 
crucial that newcomers realize that upon death, 
they only get the death bene"t—not the cash 
value on top of it—but there’s nothing sinister 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione
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Setting Up the Proper 
Comparisons?

!is article is already quite long, so let me end 
by addressing two seemingly major critiques. If 
Castiglione were right in the following, then 
IBCers would indeed be guilty of faulty analy-
sis. But as we’ll see, Castiglione’s criticisms miss 
their mark:

9. When you borrow from the life insurance 
company, the interest cost of the loan is the 
gross interest rate you pay to the life insurance 
company. The earnings on your cash values is 
irrelevant and has no bearing on the cost of the 
loan to you. For example, if you borrowed at 6% 
interest and your cash values went up by 5%, 
that loan does not cost you only 1%. It costs you 
6% because you would have received the 5% 
earnings even if you did not borrow.

…

2. In Nash’s book, his comparative analysis 
was flawed and filled with mathematical errors. 
He did not equalize the input costs for the other 
choices of leasing, bank loans, or cash savings. 
If a person uses the same input costs (capital-
ization) in each of the other choices, then IBC 
losses every time. Being an economist, you must 
know that any comparison must equalize costs 
for verifying results. How do you condone all 
of the errors that are in Nash’s book and still 
think that the idea is valid if to date it has been 
economically unproven?

-
plaints in order. But the second one comes from 
a subsequent numbered list, which is why “2.” 
comes after “9.”)

On Castiglione’s complaint about policy loan 
rates, it depends what our baseline comparison 
is. If someone is considering whether to (A) buy 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione
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loan with an interest rate of 6%, and then pay-
ing o# the whole thing next year out of his sal-
ary, versus (B) waiting till next year to buy the 

then Castiglione is right: !e dividends on 
the underlying policy are irrelevant (let’s as-
sume a non-direct recognition policy to keep 
things simple). !e person is e#ectively decid-
ing whether he wants to pay $1,060 next year 

then. With this speci"c comparison, the growth 
of the underlying policy is irrelevant, because 

with how much the policyholder contributes to 
the policy.

However, as a general rule this will not be true. 
-

pose the two options under consideration are 

right now, versus (B) make a PUA of $1,000 out 
of one’s salary into a whole life policy, while bor-
rowing $1,000 in a policy loan with a rate of 6% 

 these are the two 
options, then yes it certainly does matter what 
we think will happen to the total growth of the 
policy; that is no longer a constant feature that 
can safely be put in the corner and ignored. !e 
policy will have a larger death bene"t and cash 
surrender value, and will generate larger divi-

dends, because of the PUA. 

BYOB doesn’t properly equate his “inputs,” this 

Method” involves a period of capitalization that 
was not used for the “Bank” or “Cash” methods. 
However, that was done on purpose to empha-
size Nash’s point that for IBC to work, a person 
must have discipline and be willing to save.

However, in that very same example, Nash 
used the exact same capitalization and repay-
ment cash flow schedule when comparing the 
“C/D Method” versus the IBC Method. Indeed, 
the C/D Method actually outperforms the IBC 
Method through Year 14 in Nash’s particular 
numerical example. But eventually, the IBC 
Method (as illustrated) pulls ahead and leaves 
the individual wealthier in the long haul.

Conclusion

When encountering a new concept, I often 
get up to speed by reading the strongest argu-
ments for and against it. In the case of IBC, 
I (along with my co-author Carlos Lara) spent 
many months reading actuarial material and 
interviewing home o$ce personnel. I found 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione
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no fundamental problems with IBC; the worst 
that happened was that I thought some of the 
marketing approaches I had encountered were 
misleading.

In contrast, I have yet to "nd a critique of IBC 
that is based on accurate information about how 
whole life insurance works. Bob Castiglione is 
an obvious expert in life insurance—even whole 
life insurance—because of his role in LEAP, 
but as we’ve seen above even he throws out ge-
neric statements that are simply not true. And 
some of the more popular gurus, such as Dave 

Ramsey, say things that are even more wildly o# 
the mark.

-
courage readers to check out the In"nite Bank-

3 If 
that whets the appetite, the next step is to order 
a copy of Nelson Nash’s Becoming Your Own 
Banker.
IBC Practitioner listed at www.In"niteBank-

applied in his or her speci"c "nancial situation. 

Defending IBC From Bob Castiglione
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IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE 2008 
"nancial crisis commercial banks went into re-
treat and bank alternatives emerged in record 
numbers eager to "ll and pro"t from the void 
created in conventional banking. !ese non-
banks with bank-like activities have been re-
ferred to among many in the "nancial world 
as “shadow banks”1 due to the nature of their 
complex structuring and their unique ability to 
make o#-balance sheet transactions. However, 
their main mark of distinction is that unlike 
traditional banks, which are highly regulated 
institutions, shadow banks have been relative-
ly unregulated. Only recently since the enact-

has expansive federal oversight reached these 
2 Even so, the number of shadow banks, 

and the proportion of transactions they handle 
in our economy, continues to swell. Will all this 

question properly and as an important follow-
up to last month’s LMR article regarding the 
risk factors involved in commercial bank depos-
its, this article should be of special interest to 
IBC Practitioners and their clients who practice 
privatized banking.

WHAT ARE SHADOW BANKS?

!ere are numerous de"nitions of what con-
stitutes a shadow bank and it all depends on who 
you are talking with. !e most instructive de"-
nitions I have found place focus on their initial 
capital formation and their lending practices, 
which serve to shed light on how they actually 
di#er from traditional banks. Also, in order to 
draw a more clearly de"ned picture of a shadow 
bank it’s best to de"ne them in terms of their 
"nancial activities before and after the "nancial 
crisis of 2008 simply because the shadow bank-

The Rise of Shadow Banks

Unlike traditional banks, which are highly 
regulated institutions, shadow banks have 
been relatively unregulated.
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ing system has undergone signi"cant changes in 
their mode of operations since the enactment of 

3 

It’s important to recognize at the onset that 
capital formation for non-banks with bank-like 
activities always begin as an investment. On the 
other hand, traditional banks supposedly rely 
on savings from bank deposits in order to make 
loans. With non-banks investors are sought out 
to invest into a pool of money for lending pur-
poses of a speci"c kind. If the lending strategy 
works out according to plan investors make a 
pro"t. However, if the strategy fails investors 
can lose their entire initial investment. !ese are 
the foundational ground rules of most "nancial 
intermediaries operating in the shadow banking 
system. Prior to the "nancial crisis its members 
were not subject to regulatory oversight. At the 
same time the de"nition for shadow banks can 

also refer to unregulated activities by regulated 
institutions. Examples of shadow banks not 
subject to regulation include hedge funds and 
unlisted derivatives. An example of an unregu-
lated investment activity by regulated institu-
tions includes credit default swaps (CDS).

!e term shadow bank itself implies some-
thing sinister or hidden and in some respects 
these initial impressions turn out to be true. In 
order to understand why, it may help the reader 
by recalling that traditional commercial banks 
were banned from co-mingling their bank-
ing activities with the activities of investment 

1930s. It was precisely this comingling of ac-
tivities that was thought to be the catalyst to 
the stock market crash of 1929. !en decades 
later those barriers partially came down with 

-

The Rise of Shadow Banks

The term shadow bank itself implies something 
sinister or hidden and in some respects these 
initial impressions turn out to be true.
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ization Act4 of 1999. But as we highlighted in 

again. !e reason for the reinstatement was due 
in large part to the banks being overleveraged by 
investing in the lending activities of the shadow 
banking system. Not until after the crisis were 
these "nancial intermediaries seen as out"ts 
that mirrored banks yet operated in the shad-
ows because their transactions never showed up 
on a bank’s accounting books.  !ese derivative-
type investments were initially viewed as being 
good for the traditional bank, allowing it to free 
up regulatory capital and make use of arbitrage, 
hedging, and speculating strategies. But at the 

tract with a bank whereby the borrower legally 
owns the house, but until the mortgage is paid 
o# in its entirety, the bank has the right to fore-
close on it if the borrower fails to keep up with 
the repayments. 

In the securities market it works a little dif-
ferently yet the underlying principle is similar. 
An investor (a more "nancially sophisticated 
consumer) can request to purchase securities on 
credit (margin). In such a case hypothecation 
occurs in similar fashion to a mortgage contract. 
!e securities legally belong to the investor, but 
they can be sold o# by the broker (creditor) in 
the case of default by the investor in not meet-

The Rise of Shadow Banks

same time they actually hid how 
overleveraged banks had become 
due to their investing in them and 
their lending practices of re-hy-
pothecation.

HYPOTHECATION VS.
RE-HYPOTHECATION

Hypothecation  is best ex-
plained by examining what hap-
pens with mortgages, a staple of 
traditional bank lending. A mort-
gage is a common consumer con-
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ing its repayments, or when there is a drop in 
value of the securities. !is is known as a “mar-
gin call.” Note, however, that unlike the con-
sumer contract in a mortgage, the investor does 
not have possession of the securities, as they will 
be in accounts controlled by the broker.

Re-hypothecation6 occurs when lending in-
stitutions (which may or not be actual banks) 
take the collateral (such as a house, in the case of 
a mortgage) which is posted by a borrower for 
the original loan, and then bundle the collateral 
into bonds, which are later sold to a secondary 
market. In the securities industry broker-dealers 
re-use the collateral posted by investor-clients 
to back the broker’s own trades and borrow-
ing. In the United States there is a limit on the 
amount of a client’s assets that can be re-hy-
pothecated. Speci"cally, the cap is 140% of a cli-
ent’s debit balance. However, in the U.K, there 

Morgan and other investment companies were 
re-hypothecating client assets several times over 
through their U.K. subsidiaries. Since the col-

lateral being traded is not cash it does not show 
up on conventional balance sheet accounting.

By 2007, re-hypothecation accounted for half 
of the activity in the shadow banking system. 

these securities in various ways including the 
granting of short-term lines of credit to invest-
ment companies involved in unregulated deriv-
ative activities. !is comingling included bank 
use of money market funds. !ese funds were 
traditionally viewed by the public as risk-free 
investments more akin to a cash management 
system. When Lehman Brothers "led for bank-
ruptcy in September of 2008, the oldest money 
market fund, Reserve Primary Fund, dropped in 
value to such an extent—it “broke the buck”—
that it caused a run on all money market funds 
nationwide. Aside from the negative view on 
the part of the public towards the stock market, 
this one incident delivered a huge blow in con-
sumer con"dence towards the traditional banks 
and exposed their "nancial vulnerability. !eir 
inability to repay depositors, bondholders, and 
creditors left taxpayers on the hook.

The Rise of Shadow Banks

Financial institutions such as Bear Stearns, Lehman 
Brothers, J.P. Morgan and other investment companies 
were re-hypothecating client assets several times 
over through their U.K. subsidiaries.
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SHADOW BANKS AFTER 
THE 2008 FINANCIAL 
CRISIS

Obviously, shadow banking got 
a bad name during the "nancial 
crisis mostly because tradition-
al banks became dependent on 
them. A large portion of their as-
sets had become securitized loans 
that were too risky, less valuable 
than expected, and were not even 
appearing on the bank’s balance 
sheet. !is gave these transactions 
the appearance of gimmicky ac-
counting. In their weakened po-
sition and unwillingness to risk 
granting loans to businesses and 
consumers, traditional banks re-
treated only to be supplanted by 
"nancial institutions trying to 

vantas, and UBS put it together. !eir leado# 
example to describe the new shadow bank after 
the 2008 "nancial crisis was the case of Hall & 
Woodhouse Brewery. !is is a very traditional 
and well-established family business founded 
in 1777 in the English county of Dorset. As 
successful as this business is, it has never in its 
history issued stock or bonds in order to raise 
capital. Whenever it needed money to "nance a 
project it simply borrowed money from a bank. 

trouble getting a loan, but the crisis changed 
all of that. When in 2010 Hall & Woodhouse 
asked its main bank, !e Royal Bank of Scot-
land, to renew its $80 million line of credit it 
got a shocking response. !e Royal Bank of 
Scotland who had been so far underwater dur-

pounds to bail them out was in no position to 
be the same friendly banker as it had been in 
the past. It o#ered to give Hall & Woodhouse 

The Rise of Shadow Banks

reason, shadow banks after the 2008 crisis, are 
de"ned in a more sweeping way and are simply 
seen by commercial banks as non-bank institu-
tions encroaching on their business.

In May of 2014, the British publication, the 
Economist7, had a special report on international 
banking and speci"cally, shadow banking world-
wide. In this article it uses the broader version 
of the de"nition. !e report is highly regarded 
in that several "nancial analysts connected with 
various creditworthy institutions such as Credit 
Suisse, Columbia University, McKinsey, No-

Their inability to repay depositors, 
bondholders, and creditors left 
taxpayers on the hook.
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the line of credit for only three years instead of 
"ve and at a sharply high rate of interest. !e 
entire incident unsettled the owners of Hall & 
Woodhouse so much that they turned instead 
to a shadow bank—a "nancial company that is 
not regulated as a bank but performs many of 
the same functions. !e one they picked was the 
Prudential Life Insurance Company.

anything from an insurance company, pension 
funds, an asset manager, a hedge fund, a private 
equity "rm, a private debt "rm, or any type of 
business that engages in bank-like lending is 
classi"ed as a shadow bank. However, since the 
crisis, shadow banking has shifted from com-
plex structuring of lending to very simple and 
basic forms of lending thereby competing heav-
ily in the traditional banking sector with very 
limited regulation. 

The Rise of Shadow Banks

Whenever it needed money to finance a project it simply 
borrowed money from a bank. Given its excellent credit 
rating it never had any trouble getting a loan, but the 
crisis changed all of that.

According to the Economist, banks around 
the world have had to do an enormous amount 
of retrenching, cutting costs, and having to build 
up adequate capital reserves brought about by 
new accounting rules. As a result, bank lend-
ing to businesses in the U.S. is still 6% below 
its 2008 high. It has declined by 11% through-
out the entire euro zone while in Britain it has 
plummeted 30%. !is does not mean that banks 
are going away, but it does mean that other "-
nancial institutions are reducing the banks’ 
dominance. Private equity "rms such, as Apollo, 

-
ing in to "ll the void left by traditional banks 
and plowing billions into all kinds of lending 
niches. Even small-scale operators have been 
encouraged to enter the market with several 
online peer-to-peer lending systems and other 
similar schemes. !e predictions are that all 
these alternative lending sources will continue 
to grow in the future.
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CONCLUSION

In light of this news, is it any wonder why 
the In"nite Banking Concept (IBC), our own 
grassroots movement for privatized banking, 
has grown exponentially and its future looks 

ahead of its time. IBC practitioners who lis-
tened to Nelson Nash before the dot-com crash 
have not only been shielded from the onslaught 
of two catastrophic boom and bust business 
cycles, but their access to a sensible borrowing 
option has been a true blessing in the wake of 
the more recent worldwide crash. Nevertheless, 
these new sources of credit funds such as private 

equity money have a long way to go to get any-
where near the scale of the world’s traditional 
banking system. As one shadow banker put it—
“we’re not even a pimple on the bottoms of big 
banks.”8 But that should not be any of our con-
cern. As IBC Practitioners we should focus only 
on the enormous room for growth that we see is 
available and the good we can do for others and 
ourselves in taking advantage of it. !e In"nite 
Banking Concept may not be a shadow bank 
within the context of the de"nitions found in 
this article, but it is certainly a powerful bank 
look-a-like by another name.

The Rise of Shadow Banks
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Lara-Murphy Report: We 
have been impressed not only with the scholarly 
positions of !e Independent Institute, but also 
of the courage you showed in the wake of 9/11, 
when most other free-market groups were stick-
ing their "ngers in the air to see how popular it 
would be to stand up for individual liberty in 
that environment. Can you explain to our read-
ers what !e Independent Institute stands for? 

David Theroux: When the tragic 
events of 9/11 hit, the Independent Institute 
was among a precious, few, free-market groups 
that did not either completely cave in to politi-
cal expediency or cower from speaking out. And 
as we have warned, these events have been used 
to fan the %ames of government spending, debt, 
and power to unprecedented levels.  !e work 

books Crisis and Leviathan; Depression, War 
and Cold War; etc.) has proven to be prophetic 
in showing how crises, especially war crises, are 
used to expand government power, and since 
9/11 we have seen enormous losses of life com-
bined with trillions of dollars spent on unend-
ing wars, massive pork, entitlements, cronyism, 
and economic nationalism.

!e mission of the Independent Institute is 
to boldly advance peaceful, prosperous, and free 
societies, grounded in a commitment to human 
worth and dignity. !rough our many books, 
quarterly journal The Independent Review, Pol-
icy Reports, events, media projects, and student 
programs, we aggressively work to rede"ne and 
redirect the most important debates of today 
while working to secure the free societies of to-
morrow.

In our work, we have been privileged to have 
received many awards including more Sir Anto-

A Beacon of Truth

“When the tragic events of 
9/11 hit, the Independent 

Institute was among a 
precious, few, free-market 
groups that did not either 

completely cave in to 
political expediency or 

cower from speaking out.”
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any group worldwide. And this past year, we 
have also received three Eric Ho#er Best Book 
Awards, "ve IPPY Awards for Best Book (from 
the Independent Book Publishers Association) 
and two PROSE Best Book Awards (from the 
Association of American Publishers).

As a result, the Institute’s publications and 
events earn the highest praise and our commu-
nications based on this work resonate across so-
ciety. More speci"cally, we annually have 3,000 
print articles, 300 million monthly readers, up-

-
lion web visits. Our weekly email newsletter, The 

A Beacon of Truth

Lighthouse, reports on new studies and com-
mentary by our fellows and our blog, The Bea-
con, was named the #1 Libertarian Blog by the 
Washington Times. We have recently released 

further posted more than 340 videos online and 

a new video series, Independent Watch. In all, 
we annually reach 3.1 billion across print/web/

LMR: In contrast to other organizations 
that focus on teaching what we might call “the 
classics” of liberty and economics to the next 
generation, it has seemed to us that !e In-
dependent Institute has focused on producing 
original scholarship. Do you agree with this as-
sessment? What are some of the most important 
books that the Institute has recently published?

DT: With over 140 fellows, we have been 
quite privileged to work with many, superb 
scholars in producing seminal, peer-reviewed 
books and other publications that advance the 
ideas of liberty. Our doing so is aimed at pro-

“The mission of the 
Independent Institute is to 

boldly advance peaceful, 
prosperous, and free societies, 

grounded in a commitment to 
human worth and dignity.”
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ducing information that can withstand any 
scrutiny in questioning the fatal conceit of the 
Zeitgeist over any and all social and economic 
issues. More and more people are becoming 
disillusioned with the fallacious, “progressive” 

connect with them with perspectives grounded 
in the ethics of liberty and civic virtue that they 
can trust and utilize.

A sampling of our recent, notable books in-
cludes:

Priceless: Curing the Healthcare Crisis 

Living Economics: Yesterday, Today, and To-
morrow
Gun Control in the Third Reich: Disarming 
the Jews and “Enemies of the State” (Ste-
phen P. Halbrook)
The Power of Habeas Corpus in America: 
From the King’s Prerogative to the War on 
Terror
Global Crossings: Immigration, Civiliza-
tion, and America
Financing Failure: A Century of Bailouts 

Delusions of Power: New Explorations of 
the State, War, and Economy (Robert Higgs)
Aquanomics: Water Markets and the Envi-
ronment

Middle East (Ivan Eland)
Beyond Politics: The Roots of Government 
Failure
Crisis and Leviathan: Critical Episodes in 
the Growth of American Government, 
Anniversary Edition (Robert Higgs)

LMR: You personally have a great interest 
in C.S. Lewis. Can you tell us about it?

A Beacon of Truth

“More and more people 
are becoming disillusioned 

with the fallacious, 
‘progressive’ narrative of 

Big Government.”
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DT: C. S. Lewis has been one of the most 
in%uential writers of the 20th and 21st centu-
ries, and his books continue to sell at astound-
ing rates, with "lms, stage productions, concerts, 
schools, and public forums of all sorts based on 

-

Kennedy and Aldous Huxley also died), Lewis 
was memorialized by being inducted into Poets’ 
Corner at Westminster Abbey in London, as 
one of the most notable thinkers and writers in 
history, alongside such "gures as Chaucer, Sam-

apart from others is not just his enormous in-
%uence as a rational convert from atheism to 
Christianity but his remarkable track record in 
challenging the urban legends of “modernism,” 
including naturalism, reductionism, nihilism, 

A Beacon of Truth

positivism, scientism, historicism, collectivism, 
statism, coercive egalitarianism, militarism, wel-
farism, and dehumanization and tyranny of all 
forms.

Lewis also well understood the power of 
and need for the enduring truths of “story” or 
metanarrative in all of our lives, and his great-
est successes have been his novels, including the 
7-volume Chronicles of Narnia, The Screwtape 
Letters, the 3-volume Space Trilogy, The Great 
Divorce, and Till We Have Faces. Lewis knew 
that good stories re%ect and lift us up into deep-
er truths, and the natural-law tradition is one 
key element of these truths.

Lewis is best described as a natural-law, clas-
sical liberal, and his piercing critique of the pre-
sumptuous, secular claims of “modernism” shat-
ters the basis for most of the folly and indeed 
evils we see so rampant in the rise of statism in 

“Lewis was 
memorialized by 

being inducted into 
Poets’ Corner at 

Westminster Abbey 
in London, as one 

of the most notable 
thinkers and writers 

in history.”
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the modern world. Lewis was a scholar by pro-
fession, having held positions at both Oxford 
and Cambridge, and his scholarly books remain 
indispensable in the study of Medieval and Re-
naissance literature, including Milton, Spencer, 
etc. But Lewis wrote extensively in philosophy, 
theology, both adult and children’s literature in-
cluding science "ction, literary criticism, biogra-
phy, and current a#airs, with his Christian, nat-
ural-law perspective vividly woven throughout. 

The Abolition of Man, That Hideous Strength, 
and God in the Dock are must reading.

LMR: More generally, there is a signi"cant 
element of the libertarian/free-market commu-
nity that is not merely agnostic, but is openly 
hostile to theism. Do you have any thoughts on 
this phenomenon?

DT: !e existence of agnostic, atheist, and 
anti-theist thinking among some libertarians 
and pro-market people has largely resulted from 
the ready access to the novels of Ayn Rand, but 
this tradition is deeply rooted in the “Enlight-
enment project” of the 17th and 18th centuries. 
What Rand tried to do was re-position moral 
ethics as an objective standard of natural rights 
against the utilitarianism and moral subjectiv-
ism of the post-Enlightenment’s secular aban-
donment of natural law. Her problem was her 
trying to ground her ethics in naturalism itself 
when the entire basis for natural rights sprang 
from the theism of natural theology.

As a naturalist, Rand believed that only the 
natural world exists (i.e., all of reality consists 
solely of matter, energy, and the laws of physics). 
But as Lewis shows in his book Miracles, if all 
of human behavior is simply “matter in motion,” 
determined mechanically and materialistically 
by emergent “"tness” as somehow programmed 

A Beacon of Truth

“Her problem was her 
trying to ground her ethics 

in naturalism itself when 
the entire basis for natural 

rights sprang from the 
theism of natural theology.”
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by the laws of physics, then no thought, includ-
ing the theory of naturalism itself, can be known 
to be true or not. Indeed for naturalism, no free 
will to infer and make arguments can exist since 
all human thought is merely bio-chemical re-
actions determined physically. However, such 
reductionism refutes itself because all human 
inferences (including those by Rand) must as-
sume as pre-conditions the “properly basic 

or reciprocity. As Lewis well noted, “A dog-
matic belief in objective value is necessary to 
the very idea of a rule which is not tyranny or 
an obedience which is not slavery.” If moral-
ity is based solely on self-interest or reciprocity, 
then no objective standard exists to determine 
what is or is not moral other than subjective 
self-interest. !e naturalist tries to con%ate the 
“is” with an “ought” but ends up in an unwork-

A Beacon of Truth

knowledge” that one’s mind, free will and other 
minds do exist independent of material deter-
minacy, refuting the very basis for naturalism. 
In other words, all human inferences necessarily 
"rst assume a metaphysical dualism (substance 
dualism) which means that naturalism alone 
cannot explain reality. As a result, the naturalist 
assumptions by atheists produce a self-refuting 
and incoherent view in that they must then 
deny the existence of the very human attributes 
and factors of existence that they seek to defend 
(e.g., free will, reason, individual agency, objec-
tive truth and morality, science, etc.).

Moreover and contrary to Rand and other 
naturalists, morality is not based on self-interest 

able dilemma. As such, if someone believes that 
using invasive violence against another (e.g., 
murder, theft, rape, and fraud) can advance his/
her own interest and the chance of being caught 
is slim to non-existent, then morality for this 
person (“"tness” or in Rand’s case, “sel"shness”) 
equals aggression against the innocent because 
all morality is merely subjective and situational. 

-
ing harm to bene"t himself/herself and neces-
sarily “ought” to do so since only “"tness” ap-
plies. Hence, Nazi ethics would be equivalent to 

the situation because “"tness” assumes that 
there is no objective standard and that all brain 
states and truth are subjective. Indeed, this is the 

“If all of human behavior is simply 
‘matter in motion,’ determined mechanic-

ally and materialistically by emergent 
‘fitness’ as somehow programmed by 
the laws of physics, then no thought, 

including the theory of naturalism itself, 
can be known to be true or not.”
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A Beacon of Truth
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dilemma that all utilitarian-rights theorists have 
in trying to achieve a standard for morality and 
explains the historical decline of classical-liberal 
thought which, once abandoning natural law 
theory, was left clinging to the shifting sands 
of moral and epistemological subjectivism. In-
terestingly enough, since “radical altruism” has 
been considered the highest standard for human 
behavior in societies worldwide since the dawn 
of mankind, this powerful evidence for natural 
law suggests that self-interest cannot explain 
morality.

Lewis’s critique of naturalism is known as the 
“Argument from Reason,” and highly in%uen-
tial, contemporary philosophers such as Alvin 
Plantinga have since produced a very powerful 
literature that re-establishes the philosophical 
basis upon which the ideas of individual liberty, 
personal responsibility, the rule of law, civic vir-
tue, and free markets rest.1

LMR: What is your long-term view on the 
prospects for liberty? Do you have any recom-

ics and economics is unsustainable and always 

called “the seen and the unseen,” (2) all people 
instinctively understand the natural-law princi-
ples that murder, theft, rape and fraud are wrong 
and should be outlawed, and (3) we are rela-
tional beings who seek to love and be loved and 
all such relationships are based on trust among 
people that only natural-law principles consis-

-
cal mass of any society must apply these truths 
universally to all people in or out of government, 
and institutions based on natural law are essen-
tial to maintain a society in which abrogations 
of the natural law are held to a minimum and 
certainly not institutionalized as they are today 

we see today more and more people disillu-
sioned by the arrogance, corruption, and folly 
of Washington power over their lives, and the 
Independent Institute and other freedom-lov-
ers have a unique and grand opportunity now to 
connect with these growing numbers to advance 
the ideas of liberty for the future.
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mendations for the 
best strategy that 
!e Remnant should 
adopt to swell its 
ranks—or does that 
mindset miss the 
point?

DT: I am an op-
timist because (1) 
ignoring the natural-
law principles of eth-
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